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Keeping Height Safety Simple 
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Section A 
EBC Commercial Bracket Preliminary Information. 
Please read all these instructions before starting the assembly process. 
 
The E Bracket* EBC system consists of an easy to fit metal support bracket that fits to timber as well 
as metal “DHS” purlins and concrete precast panels. It will accommodate roof pitches from flat through 
to 35 degrees, past 35 degrees the system falls outside AS/NZS4994.1 standard and should not be used. 
The E Brackets* are designed to be easy to fit, and stackable for easy storage once finished with use. 
 
It is recommended that a suitable mobile elevated work platform (MEWP) is used for the 
installation of The E Bracket* EBC edge protection system on commercial buildings (scissor lift, 
knuckle boom or telescopic boom lift). 
 
All of our systems are designed to provide three pre-set rail heights at the required location around the 
perimeter of a building’s roof, which in most cases enables the installer to safely fit the guardrails from 
the roof surface in a progressive manner whilst remaining behind the guardrail assembly. This technique 
is called “progressive guardrail installation” (PGI) and should be at the forefront of your thinking during 
all stages of the installation of this product. This method of installation will require you to have 
adequate in-fall protection in place such as safety mesh or an existing roof covering. A secondary control 
measure may need to be used such as the “restraint technique”, using fall arrest rated equipment in a 
way that limits the user travelling to a position that free fall could occur. 
 
If there is no in-fall protection in place, then the entire assembly process will need to be conducted from 
a suitable MEWP or the ground. 
 

Note: If it is possible to use a safe lifting device such as The Rail Racer** to install the rails from 
the ground then this option should be considered first as the primary method of rail installation 
as it actually removes the risk of a fall from height by eliminating the hazard. 
 
Rails 
Galvanised or aluminium tube guardrails are acceptable as long as they meet the relevant current 
Australian/New Zealand Standards for scaffolding, and are erected and used in a manner of which to 
comply with any and all of the relevant industry standards and good practice guidelines inclusive of 
these instructions. 
If using standard galvanised steel guardrails, it is recommended that bracket spacing’s are reduced to 
no more than 3.6mtr centres due to the extra weight of the rails as opposed to that of aluminium. 
 
It is preferred however that only genuine Edge Protection New Zealand Limited aluminium tube rails are 
used due to the significant weight saving over galvanised tube rails. This allows for easier and safer 
handling, faster erection and dismantling times which equates to less time working at height thus reducing 
the risk of a fall. If you would like to confirm whether the tube you propose to use with our system is 
compliant, please contact us immediately. 
 
Please Note: 
The maximum spacing between brackets when using genuine Edge Protection New Zealand Limited 
aluminium tube or compliant steel is 5.4mtr centres however, it is recommended if using conventional 
galvanised scaffold tube that bracket spacings are reduced to 3.6mtr centres due to the extra weight. 
 

Vertical “tie rods” are required to be fitted centrally to fix the three guardrails together and prevent 
rail separation when brackets reach the maximum spacing of 5.4mtrs. 
Less than 5.4mtr centres, the tie rod is not required.  
 
See page 13 for a typical tie rod assembly example. 
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To assemble the EBC Edge Protection System you will require the following extra items; 
 

• Suitable ladder/ step platform or EWP. 
• Battery drill or impact driver/wrench. 
• Large rubber bands (for use with aluminium rails). 
• Fixings as set out in the minimum fixing requirements on pages 23 and 24. 
• 21mm deep reach & 17mm impact socket for the impact driver/wrench  
• The EBC Multi-bracket may be required for some applications. See page 25. 

 
Preliminary to any on site works it is advisable to complete a full Task Analysis/SWMS to ensure all 
potential hazards are identified and the risks mitigated appropriately.  
It is also a good idea to plan ahead and identify where you will access the roof through the 
edge protection. Please see page 12 Access Points. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Bracket Assembly: 

EBC Commercial Bracket 

Half clamps 
 
Rubber bands 

 
 
 
 
M10 x 25mm coach bolts 

 
 
 
 
EBC multi bracket (optional extra) 
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When using compliant steel or aluminium tube for the guardrails, rubber bands should be fitted to 
the bracket assembly which ensures the clamps remain open prior to guardrail fitment.  

 
 
 

Fit rubber bands to the bare bracket. Double the top band over as 
the bracket is narrower at this point. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fit half clamps to the bracket as shown. Ensure the clamps are 
square to the mounting tab and nuts are tight. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pull bands over the half clamps. Final assembly should look like 
this. Rubber bands will hold clamps open until guardrails are in 
place. 
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Section B 
EBC Commercial Bracket installation with EPNZ aluminium tube or compliant 
steel. 

 
Carry out a quick site inspection to determine where you will mount each bracket assembly. 
The E Brackets* are to be fitted at no further than 1200mm from any external or internal corner of 
the roof perimeter. When installed correctly an external corner should look like the example below. 

 

 
 
The bracket on one side can be fitted closer to the corner but if both brackets are fitted near the 
corner, then you will run into problems as the guardrails need to run past each other, with one on top 
of the other. If both brackets are fitted too close to each other, then the rails will butt together and it 
will not be possible to run them past each other. 
The below example is also acceptable (note the bracket on the left is near the corner while the right 
bracket is at the maximum 1200mm). 
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Determine the number of brackets required per roof edge and where they will be fixed (maximum of 
5.4mtr centres with aluminium tube). 
Ensure the roof, floor or wall structure is completed/secured in place and sound enough to receive 
the edge protection system. Also, that the material you are fixing into meets the required minimum 
sizes as specified below: 

 
Steel purlin: minimum requirements are 1.5mm gauge 200mm wide. 
Timber purlin/floor joist: minimum requirements are 200mmx50mm ungraded and 190mmx45mm 
MGP10 Structural grade. 
Masonry panel and floor: minimum requirements are 100mm thickness and 20MPa. 

 
 
 

Step 1. Fasten the first bracket to the roof/wall structure with the correct fixings, and in the correct 
pattern as specified in each of the EBC Commercial bracket fixing requirement examples found on 
pages 23-25. 
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Check that the rail heights are correct by measuring from the roof surface to the top rail location. 
This should be an effective height of 900mm minimum whilst the gap between the lower rail and roof 
surface should be no less than 150mm and no greater than 270mm. 
Also check that the horizontal distance between the guardrail assembly and the roof edge is within 
100mm.  See diagram: 

 
 

 
 
 
If the bracket is situated too high or too low on the member, then reposition it to ensure it meets the 
requirements as per the diagram above. Take a datum measurement as a reference for the 
remaining brackets. 

 
If further extension out from the building is required to clear a roof overhang or other framing 
members, then the E Bracket Commercial Multi-Bracket (EBCMB) can be used enabling 
adjustment inward and outward to suit the required standoff. See page 25. 

 
Prior to the fitment of further brackets, it is a requirement to conduct a preliminary proof load test by 
simply positioning yourself safely and pulling outward on the upright bracket assembly from the top 
rail location with reasonable force to ensure the connection of the bracket to the building is adequate. 
Any deficiency with the fixings, building member etc will be discovered and can be corrected at this 
time. This simple preliminary proof load test should be conducted for every bracket installed. 
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Step2.  Fit consecutive brackets. 
For installation on timber and steel purlins, consecutive brackets should be fitted within 300mm of 
any structural post, purlin cleat, purlin brace, or other structural mid-span supporting member if the 
maximum span of 5.4mtrs is used. If this cannot be achieved, it is advised to reduce the bracket 
spacing’s to less than 5.4mtrs so the brackets are within 300mm of any structural post, purlin cleat, 
purlin brace, or other structural mid-span supporting member.  

 
See examples below: 

 

  

Bracket fitted within 300mm of purlin cleat. Bracket fitted within 300mm of structural joint. 
 
 
 

STEP 3.  Ensure all fixings as outlined above for either timber, steel or concrete substrate are 
securely holding the bracket to the structural member.  For installation to DHS (steel “C section”) 
purlin with screws, it is important to remember not to overtighten the screws which may strip the 
thread or pull through the steel and compromise the connection.  A superior connection can be 
achieved by situating a suitable block or blocks of timber behind the steel purlin so that all 6 screws 
will penetrate through the steel purlin and into the timber blocking.  Alternatively, bolting through 
the purlin is also regarded as a superior connection. Refer to page 23. 

 
 
 
 
 

STEP 4. Fit the E Brackets* into position 
at the remaining locations - (maximum of 
5.4mtr centres with aluminium tube or 
compliant steel). 
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STEP 5.  Fitting the first guardrails (starting at an 
external corner and using a suitable MEWP if a ladder is 
not suitable). 
The guardrails should be fitted from an MEWP in 
sequence from the bottom rail upward which ensures 
that there is less chance of dropping a rail due to 
interference with another. Fit the first guardrail into the 
bottom rail location and position it ensuring there is 
enough rail extending out to the end of the building for 
the opposing rails to connect to. Make sure the bracket 
is sitting vertical then close the half clamps and securely 
fasten the nuts ensuring the washer is in place over the 
half clamp. 

 
 
STEP 6.  Repeat step 5 for the Top and Middle Rail attachment. Note: If installing rails using PGI 
then the sequence should be reversed i.e. the top rail first, then mid rail, then bottom rail (for 
consecutive bays only). 

 
STEP 7. Straight Join - Consecutive rails are to be butted into the ends of the fixed rails and 
fastened with an external sleeve joiner as in the pictures below. Best practice is to face the nuts 
outward to prevent injury if any person does come into contact with the joiner. Ensure the joiners 
are tightened evenly on both sides and that the tube is fitted hard to the centre of the joiner. 

 

  
 

Best practice is to pre-fit the joiners to 
the guardrails prior to rail fitment. This 
means less time is spent working at 
height and it actually makes the job 
easier. Tighten up the end of the joiner 
that is in contact with the rail just enough 
so that it will not fall off during 
installation.  

If the joiner is tightened too much it will 
not slide over the next rail. 
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If possible, eliminate a hazard by lifting the 
consecutive guardrails into position with a 
safe lifting device such as The Rail 
Racer**. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(please note the EBC commercial bracket is not shown in the above photos but the principals of operation remain the same) 
 
 
 
 

STEP 8.  Internal/external corners. 
Remember that if both brackets at the corner are closer than 1200mm from the external/internal 
corner you may have difficulty in fitting the rails together. The tubes need to run past each other 
rather than butt together (one needs to sit atop the other). This is best managed by having both 
brackets situated at 1100-1200mm from the building or one can be closer as per the examples on 
page 5. 
Corner intersections are secured together with either putlog couplers (PL48s/singles) or double 
couplers (90-degree couplers). Putlog couplers are preferred due to their ease of use, light weight, 
and versatility. Run one tube past the other and fasten the tubes together securely.  
Generally, all three rails will be better suited to either sitting all on the top or all below the opposing 
rails.  
Putlog couplers are best installed as shown in the pictures below to ensure there is less chance of 
dropping them. 
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STEP 9.  Gable end intersection. 
At the apex intersection of a gable end it will be necessary to fix the rails together at the intersection. 
Swivel couplers are to be used in this location as per the example shown. Keeping the swivel 
couplers plumb/vertical ensures the rails remain parallel. 
Only one E Bracket* is required at the apex of a gable end.  
Three rails are always required on all edge protection systems, at all times. 
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Section C 
Further requirements 

 
Access Points. 
Access points are a requirement and should be limited to only what is necessary, and thought should 
be given as to their location in regards to the safety of persons working on the roof. Access points 
should be situated at one end of the building if possible, to limit the risk of persons falling through 
the access point when walking past it. 
Access points should create an opening of around 1mtr in width maximum. The bottom rail should 
remain continuous across the access point and a self-closing inward opening gate should be fitted. 

 
Access points may be required to conform to requirements set out in AS/NZS1576 suite of standards if 
a scaffold tower is used for access. 
Gates are considered the best option for safe access and can be fitted easily between 2 brackets 
approx. 1200mm apart. The bottom rail should remain continuous and the gate should close against 
one of the brackets as per the examples below. Gates are required to be self-closing and must open 
inward. 
Ladder should be attached using Ladder Clamps at the top and bottom of the ladder and removed 
from site out of working hours to minimize the risk of public entry. 

 

  
 

Gate pack available including all componentry required to fit self-closing inward opening gate to 
timber or tube rails. See below. 14.7kg. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Gates can also be used in conjunction with a scissor lift. 
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Typical tie rod assembly for guardrail bays of 
5.4mtrs maximum.  
 
This limits the risk of rail separation. 
Components can be putlog couplers, 90-
d e g r e e  couplers or swivel couplers. Less 
than 5.4mtr centres, the tie rod is not required. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Progressive guardrail installation (PGI). 
The technique used with progressive guardrail installation (PGI) is that you always position yourself 
within the safe zone behind the rail assembly, and progressively install the guardrails. This can be 
achieved with both steel and Ali tube rails, and requires the installer to have installed at least one 
guardrail bay from a suitable ladder/step platform 
or mobile elevating work platform (MEWP) prior 
to getting on the roof. Progressive guardrail 
installation can also be carried out in conjunction 
with a safety harness and restraint system for 
added protection. (Recommended). 

 
 

Best practice is to have a second person assist 
from the ground in passing the rails up and pre- 
fitting the external joiners to the rail ends so as to 
avoid throwing componentry up to the installer 
which is dangerous. 
Depending on how the rails fall within the 
brackets, it may be necessary to descend from 
the roof in order to reposition the ladder in cases 
where the cantilevered rail extends too far from 
the bracket to enable safe fitment of the next rail. 
If this is the case it will be necessary to fit that 
particular bay off the ladder, step platform or 
MEWP before continuing from the roof. 

 
 
 
 
 

(please note the EBC commercial bracket is not shown in the above photo but the principals of operation remain the same) 
 

If it is possible to use a safe lifting device such as The Rail Racer** to install the rails from the 
ground, then this option should be considered first as the primary method of rail installation due to 
the fact that it actually removes the risk of a fall from height by eliminating the hazard. 
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Handover Certificate. 
At the conclusion of the installation process and once a full site inspection/componentry check is 
complete, it will be necessary to fill out and display a handover certificate (copy supplied, also see 
example on page 26). This is to be kept on site by the end user for the duration of the job.  
Ensure the certificate is filled out correctly and signed by the person in charge of installation as well 
as the end user. (In many cases this person is one and the same). Edge protection left up for a long 
period of time should be inspected weekly. If the edge protection is up during extreme weather or 
has been altered by parties other than the original installer, it should be re-inspected prior to use. 

 

  

Handover certificate packs can be purchased online through the contact us page on our website. 
 

Dismantling of the Edge Protection System is a reversal of the aforementioned procedure. Any 
timber plates, braces, corner members etc that have been nailed should be cut off with a 
reciprocating saw so as to minimise time spent working at height. All screw fixings should be used 
once only and then discarded. 

 
Transportation of The E Brackets* is a straightforward operation, as they can be stacked either 
inside a vehicle or on a trailer. 
If placed on a trailer, then the brackets should be stacked in such a manner that they can be tied 
down to the trailer so as to avoid the brackets sliding and causing damage. 
If transported inside a vehicle the brackets should be stacked at the lowest point of the vehicle and 
away from easily damaged items. 
Under no circumstances should The E Brackets* be transported in the passenger compartment of 
a vehicle as due to the weight of the stacked items they pose a significant risk of injury or death in 
a crash. 

 
The E Brackets* should only be lifted no more than two at a time by any able-bodied person. Three 
or more brackets shall be carried by two persons in a safe manner. 

 
Storage of The E Brackets* is as simple as finding a suitable floor area in a flat and dry environment 
and laying the brackets on top of each other in a stacked configuration. The half clamps will need to 
be removed if The E Brackets* are to be stacked uniformly for storage. 
The E Brackets* should never be stacked off the floor as the weight of a stacked pile could cause 
significant injury or death if it were to fall from any height. 
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Maintenance of The E Brackets* is limited to keeping them in their original shape and free from 
serious corrosion and cracking. After use when the brackets are being stacked in a pile is a good 
time to check them for shape. Any brackets that are slightly bent can be returned to their original 
shape by bending or hammering back to original form, however any brackets not able to be returned 
to their original form or are bent in such a way as to require severe repair or welding should be 
discarded and replaced. 
Any minor corrosion can be mechanically removed and treated with a suitable corrosion inhibitor. 

 
Acceptable configurations 
The E Bracket*  EBC can be used on any of the following structure types: 
DHS steel purlin (engineered design) 
Timber wall or roof framing (structural componentry only i.e. not noggings) of minimum SG8 grading 
or better. 
Engineered masonry tilt panels. Minimum 20MPA strength. 
Maximum span between support brackets is 5.4mtr centres with compliant aluminium tube. 
Brackets should be installed as set out in this set of instructions and in accordance with 
AS/NZS4994.2:2009 Standard. 

 
Limitations. 
This edge protection system has been designed and engineered to comply with AS/NZS 
4994.1:2009 Temporary Edge Protection. 
Under no circumstances should any part of The E Bracket* be modified or altered in any way other 
than to perform routine maintenance. 
Under no circumstances should The E Bracket* edge protection system be used for a working 
platform or have any other member or item other than componentry listed in this document be 
attached to it by any means or for any other intended purpose. 
Exceptions to this limitation can be made for infill panels (if required) as long as these items are 
fitted in accordance with AS/NZS 4994.1:2009 Temporary Edge Protection. 

 
The E Bracket* Edge Protection System is not to be used on any roof over 35 degrees in pitch. 
Such roofs require special work skills, equipment and techniques that remain outside the limitations 
of this product. Edge protection fitted to roof pitches over 26º will require an infill panel protecting 
the lowest 500mm of the barrier, except that infill panels are not required where the barrier is 
installed within 1.8mtrs of a roof hip. 

 
Non-compliant tube. 
Edge Protection New Zealand Limited takes no responsibility for its customers or anyone else who 
chooses to use guardrails of an inferior nature. Only compliant galvanised steel scaffold tube and 
genuine Edge Protection New Zealand Limited 3.2mm wall thickness T6 grade aluminium tube can 
be verified as meeting test requirements under AS/NZS4994.1:2009 Standard. 
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PRODUCT/COMPONENTRY LIST 
 
 

EBC Ebracket 
7.6kg 

 
 

 
 
 

Genuine Edge Protection 
New Zealand Limited 
aluminium tube (can be 
identified by exclusive markings) 
7.48kg per 6mtr length 

 
 

EBC multi bracket 
4.3kg 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

JNR (external joiner) 
0.995kg 

HC (half clamp) 0.68kg PL (putlog coupler) 0.63kg 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SW (swivel coupler) 1.1kg 90DC (90-degree coupler) 1.01kg 
Weights might vary slightly 
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EBC COMMERCIAL BRACKET FIXING REQUIREMENTS 

1. BOLTED TO DHS STEEL PURLIN (must be a minimum of 1.5mm x 200mm) 
Fixing requirements are a minimum of 4 x M10 x 25mm coach or machine bolts (grade 4.6 or 
stronger) in the pattern as shown below: 

 

 
 

2. SCREWED TO DHS STEEL PURLIN (must be a minimum of 1.5mm x 200mm) 
Fixing requirements are a minimum of 6 x 14 gauge x 30mm coarse thread steel tek screws in the 
pattern as shown below: 
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3. SCREWED TO STRUCTURAL GRADE TIMBER (must be a minimum of SG8) 
Fixing requirements are a minimum of 6 x 14-gauge x 50mm timber tek screws in the pattern as 
shown below: 

 

 
 
 

4. SCREWED TO CONCRETE (must be minimum of 20mpa). 
Fixing requirements are a minimum of 4 x M10 x 60mm concrete screw bolts in the pattern as shown 
below: 
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5. EBC BRACKET WITH MULTI BRACKET SCREWED TO CONCRETE PANEL. 
Fixing requirements are a minimum of 4 x M10 x 60mm concrete screw bolts in the pattern as 
shown below: 
Note: minimum 3 x M10 x 25mm coach or machine bolts (grade 4.6 or stronger) must be used to 
fasten the EBC bracket to the EBC multi bracket. 

 

 

6. EBC BRACKET WITH MULTI BRACKET SCREWED TO CONCRETE FLOOR. 
Fixing requirements are a minimum of 4 x M10 x 60mm concrete screw bolts in the pattern as 
shown below: 
Note: minimum 3 x M10 x 25mm coach or machine bolts (grade 4.6 or stronger) must be used to 
fasten the EBC bracket to the EBC multi bracket. 
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HANDOVER CERTIFICATE (example only) 
 

ROOF EDGE PROTECTION – COMPLETION OF INSTALLATION 
 
Issue Date: [date of installation] No: [job or reference number] 

 
Inspection Date: …/…/… Time: ………………am/pm 

Person or organisation requiring the roof edge protection: 

Name: [insert person/company/ name requiring the edge protection] 
 
Address: [insert the address of the person/company/ requiring the edge protection] 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………… Site 

address: [address where the edge protection is installed] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………… 

Location on site: Roof perimeter 

 
Installer organisation name: [name of person/company who has installed the edge protection] 

 
Phone    No:    ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Address: [address of the person/company who installed the edge protection] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
 
Type of roof edge protection: Prefabricated proprietary system 

Name of system: E Bracket® 

Name of person in charge of installation: [name of person who installed and checked the edge protection] 
 
 
 
 
 
Installer’s statement: 
All relevant inspections and checks have been carried out prior to the issue of this Certificate. 

 
Certified issued on behalf of: [insert the name of the person/company/ who installed the edge protection] 

 
 
By: 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………………. 

(Print Name) (Signature) 
 

Certified received on behalf of: [insert the name of the person/company/ requiring the edge protection] 

By: 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
(Print Name) (Signature) 
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HANDOVER CERTIFICATE 
 

ROOF EDGE PROTECTION – COMPLETION OF INSTALLATION 
 
Issue Date: ……………….. No: ………………………… 

 
Inspection Date: …/…/… Time: ………………am/pm 

Person or organisation requiring the roof edge protection: 

Name:        ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Address:        …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………… Site    

address:    ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………… 

Location on site: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
Installer organisation name: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Phone    No:    ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Address:        …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
 
Type of roof edge protection: Prefabricated proprietary system 

Name of system: E Bracket® 

Name of person in charge of installation: ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
 
 
 
Installer’s statement: 
All relevant inspections and checks have been carried out prior to the issue of this Certificate. 

 
Certified issued on behalf of: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 
By: 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………………. 

(Print Name) (Signature) 
 
 
 
Certified received on behalf of: 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 
By: 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(Print Name) (Signature) 
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Disclaimer 
The components used with our products is outside the control of Edge Protection New Zealand 
Limited and as such Edge Protection New Zealand Limited will not be liable to anyone in respect of 
any loss, damage, injury or expense, suffered or incurred as a result of not following the correct 
installation instructions provided, or adhering to the relevant industry requirements/Good Practice 
Guidelines. Also modifying/using componentry not supplied by Edge Protection New Zealand 
Limited that does not comply with the relevant current New Zealand Standards including 
AS/NZS1576.2:2009 Edge Protection New Zealand Limited will not be liable. 
The contents of this leaflet must not be construed as legal advice. 

 
* The E Bracket is a Registered Trademark. Number 1026880. 
NZ Patent Number 604722 
NZ Design Registration Numbers 416515, 626508, 420893 
AUS Patent Number 2013204162 
International Patents Pending. 

 
** The Rail Racer Patent App. Number 736036 Design Reg. Number 423563 
AUS Patent App. Number 2018232896 
International Patents Pending. 
 

 

  
 

The Rail Racer** Rail Racer Demo 
 

 
We hope these instructions were informative.  Should you require further assistance, or you wish to 
purchase more product, please do not hesitate to contact one of the team on 0448 189 769 

https://youtu.be/aVEEyhJRYpw
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